LEADERSHIP

LESSON PLAN
Brought to
you by:

Context:
Leadership comes in all shapes and forms. We may not all be leading big
companies or teams, but the truth is, we’re all leaders, making desicions that
impact ourselves and others every single day. The purpose of this session is to
deepen students’ understanding of leadership and give them the opportunity
to explore what kind of leader they are.

Aim and objectives:

Timings:

The aim of this session is to deepen students’ thinking
about themselves as leaders. By the end of the
session, students will:

Option 1: Can be delivered as 1 x 60-minute session.
Option 2: Can be split into 3 parts and delivered as 3 x
separate sessions (part 1 - 21 mins, part 2 - 24 mins, part
3 - 15 mins).

•
•

•

Be able to articulate the difference between the
‘what’ and ‘how’ of leadership.
Have a clearer view of what good leadership
behaviours are and how they stack up against
those behaviours.
Have a better understanding of how they can
combine their passions and what strengthens
them, to be in their element.

Resources / what will I need?
•
•
•
•
•

‘What is leadership?’ - 3 x ‘teach’ videos.
Part 1 activity sheet: ‘Leadership Questions’ handout.
Part 2 activity sheet: ‘Zenger Folkman Leadership
Behaviours’ handout.
Part 3 activity sheet: ‘Finding Your Element’ handout.
Students will need a pen and notepad.

Intro I 1 min
Welcome the group, share the ‘context’ from above, and the following definition of leadership:
Leadership is often seen as a very complex subject, but can be simplified as being: the act of leveraging resources
(people or things) to deliver a result.
It’s often thought leadership is about being right, having a ‘game-face’, not admitting vulnerability, about leading big
teams of people and pursuing profit at all costs. But leadership is the practice of leading yourself and others in a way
that empowers everyone to reach their full potential. No matter who, what, or where you choose to lead, it’s about
creating environments of meaning, growth, belonging and ownership; enabling people, organisations and societies to
thrive. Leaders come in all shapes and sizes and the job is to figure out the kind of leader we are, or want to be.
Explain: We’re going to work through a combination of learning resources, some of which are activities that you need to
spend some time thinking about. You might want to make a start whilst we’re all together and carry on thinking about
them over the next few days. There are no right or wrong answers!

IT’S TIME TO BECOME THE LEADER OF YOUR LIFE

Part 1 I 20 mins
1. Play video 1 (5 mins): ‘The what and how of leadership’
Elke explains that the ‘what’ of leadership is always the same: 1. Vision – what’s the goal? 2. Plan - how will we achieve
it? 3. Environment – process and emotion – are we set up for success? And the ‘how’ of leadership – the uniqueness
that each leader brings through their core strength, knowledge, skills and behaviours.
2. Activity (15 mins): Break the class into groups of 3/4 students and share the session 1 ‘Questions’ handout.
Explain: Think of a time when you have had responsibility for leading others. It might be as the leader of a school team
or club, as a prefect or mentor, even planning a party or a trip of some sort (if someone is struggling to think of a time
when they have led others, ask them to recall a time where they have been led by someone else or when they may
have been part of a team). When the group have a situation in mind, ask them to reflect on the following questions:
Questions:
Think about the vision:
•
Did everyone in the team have a clear vision for what you were trying to achieve?
•
If we asked the team what the vision was, would they all say the same thing?
•
Did everyone believe in the vision?
Think about your plan:
•
Did you have a clear plan that detailed what needed to be done and when?
•
Did that plan include who was doing what and the support or resources that were available to them?
•
Did you have agreed reviews in place to make sure you stayed on track?
And finally, the environment:
•
Was everyone in the team excited and positive to be a part of it?
•
Did everyone trust each other and feel able to contribute?
•
Were people praised for their contribution and held accountable for what they had not done?
•
Did people have each other’s backs?
Bring the groups back together and ask them to share their insights around these 3 areas:
•
•
•

Which of the 3 areas (vision, plan, environment) was well led?
Which of the 3 areas could have been better led?
When you are next in a leadership role, what will you do differently?

Explain: We’re going to hold those thoughts for now and dip back into the video to hear more from Elke on this.

Part 2 I 24 mins
1. Play video 2 (12 mins): ‘Leadership behaviour and mindset’
In this video, Elke explains the importance of behaviour in self-leadership and leading others and takes students
through a guided visualisation activity – giving the people who know you a truth pill! She talks through why it is
important to look at how people experience you as a leader, through your behaviour.
2. Activity (12 mins): What leadership behaviours do I show up with?
Ask the group to share all the behaviours they thought about during the guided visualisation and capture them on a
whiteboard. Capture as many as they can – all the things people would say about them.
Next, share the ‘Zenger Folkman Leadership Behaviours’ handout.
Ask the group to compare the 2 lists and notice where there are similarities and gaps.
Ask a couple of volunteers to share their insights – their gaps and opportunities to develop. Acknowledge their courage
and honesty and the group’s contribution.
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Part 3 I 15 mins
Explain: We’re going to take a last visit with Elke to understand what kind of leader you were meant to be.
The activity in this session can take time – students often aren’t clear about their passions – aim to start the process, but
reassure students that they can continue to focus on this after the session.
1. Play video 3 (5 mins): ‘Your leadership DNA’
In this last video, Elke introduces students to how they can find their element, be in flow, and develop the ability to
motivate and inspire others they are leading.
2. Activity (10 mins): Share the ‘Finding Your Element’ handout
Explain: This is a personal and individual activity. You’ll be asking students to first think about their passion/what excites
them, and then to take a look at what strengthens them, before considering where the opportunities are for them to
be ‘in their element’, the place where their passions and what strengthens them come together… where time flies and
they’re having the best time!
If you have time, ask for a couple of volunteers to share the insight they have gained from completing the handout.
If not, we suggest you come back together in a week or so and reflect on the personal learning students got from
completing this activity.
Here are some conversation starters, if you decide to come back together for reflection:
•
What did you discover about your passions and what strengthens you?
•
What opportunities are there for you to be combining both? For being in your element?
•
How might it feel if you were able to do that?
•
What can you do to create opportunities to be in your element?
•
What difference would that make to you as a leader?

Next steps:
This ‘teach’ session is just the start. We’ve developed a suite of supporting resources for students and teachers to use
after this session. These offer a ‘deep dive’ into a whole range of topics designed to deepen students’ understanding of
leadership, how they can develop their leadership skills and allow them to hear from leaders aged 15-65 with incredible
stories to tell. The resources are split into:

INTERVIEWS

ACTIVITIES

5-40 mins

5-20 mins
Short 1:1 interviews with leaders
from a whole range of fields on
very specific topics, e.g. how to
make a great first impression, how
to present with authority and how
to stand out at interview.

A series of quizzes and
interactive PDFs that are
designed to support students
to understand more about
themselves and create a plan for
their future.

ROUNDTABLES

20-50 mins
Roundtables bring together a
panel of industry experts to take a
deep dive into a bigger theme, e.g.
what skills do employers want and
how to improve your chances of
success in the future, now.

PODCASTS

30-45 mins
With live coaching on a whole
range of topics, including anxiety,
wellbeing and relationships, the
podcasts give practical support
and advice to overcome some
of the challenges that may hold
students back.

For further resources visit ivyhouse.co.uk/future-leaders or scan the QR code...

LEADERSHIP
HANDOUTS

LEADERSHIP
QUESTIONS

YOUR VISION:
Did everyone in the team have
a clear vision for what you were
trying to achieve?

If we asked the team what the
vision was, would they all know
and say the same thing?

Did everyone believe in the
vision?

YOUR PLAN:
Did you have a clear plan that
detailed what needed to be
done and when?

Did that plan include who was
doing what and the support or
resources that were available?

Did you have agreed reviews in
place to make sure you stayed
on track?

THE ENVIRONMENT:
Was everyone in the team
excited and positive to be a
part of it?

Were people praised for
their contribution and held
accountable for what they had
not done?

Did everyone trust each other
and feel able to contribute?
Did people have each other’s
backs?
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ZENGER FOLKMAN

LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOURS
Zenger Folkman
leadership behaviour

What do people see in me/
what do I see in myself?

Where’s my opportunity
to develop?

Drives for results
Establishes stretch goals
Takes initiative

Technical/professional acumen
Solves problems/
analyses issues
Innovates
Practices self-development

High integrity & honesty
Communicates powerfully
Inspires & motivates others
Builds relationships
Develops others
Collaboration & teamwork
Develops strategic perspective
Champions change
Connects group to
outside world
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Finding your element

Where strengths meet passions

Finding your element

Where strengths meet passions
Your element is where your strengths and passions combine. The
following exercises are designed to help you discover your element;
where work turns to play and you find true fulfilment.
Finding your element
Your element, a term coined by Sir Ken Robinson - is found at the point at which your strengths and passions meet.
When we combine what we’re naturally good at with what we love to do, we find our element. In this space – often
referred to as being ‘in the zone’ or ‘in flow’ - we come fully into the moment, our experience of time speeds up and we find
ourselves energised by what we do. You are likely to have more than one element in different areas of your life as different
strengths and passions intersect, and the more you live and work here the more fulfilment you will experience.

A word on strengths
Our strengths are things that we are naturally good at – activities or skills that come easily and that we therefore often take
for granted. We may have excellent spatial awareness, a knack for building instant rapport, an exceptional eye for detail, or
the ability to inspire and motivate those around us. Wherever our strengths lie, they are part of what make us unique and
we will always be at our most confident when aligned with them.

...and passions
A passion is something we love to do. We care deeply about our passions and are therefore motivated to learn more about
them. Often people are moved to take a stand for their passions or seek to move things forward in some way. You may
have a passion for magic tricks or gardening, comedy or quantum physics. You’ll know if it’s a passion if you’re naturally
drawn to it and find yourself happily studying, reading, watching, listening or talking about the subject in your spare time.

Are you ready?
The following exercises begin the process of looking at your strengths, passions and finding your element. This will
take around 30-40 minutes so find a quiet space in which to contemplate your answers, and begin…
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Where strengths meet passions
Ready to start?
Part 1: What are your natural strengths?
Read the strengths on the following pages. Start by ticking any you feel apply to you. Then from your list of ticked strengths,
pick the three that feel most important to you. Having selected your three, now answer the questions on the next page to
deepen your understanding.

Part 2: What are you passionate about?
Answer the questions provided and see what comes up for you.

Part 3: Finding your element
Where do your strengths and passions combine? When and where do you currently live in your element, and where could
you do so going forwards?

Part 1: What strengthens you?
Tick all the strengths you identify with, giving a double tick to those you feel are key strengths. Then go back through and
pick your top three. If you have a strength that isn’t here, just add it in.

STRENGTH

STRENGTH DESCRIPTOR

1. ACHIEVEMENT DRIVER

High stamina, hardworking, satisfaction from being busy and productive. It
strengthens you to tick things off a to do list.

2. ACTION MAKER

You make things happen. It strengthens you to take action and get things
moving.

3. FLEXER

You enjoy changes and being flexible. It strengthens you to adapt to new
situations or circumstances.

4. EVIDENCE SEEKER

Before you believe something, you want to analyse it and see the data. It
strengthens you to either prove or disprove something.

5. ORGANISER

You love organising things and are happy managing lots of people and
complexities to get things arranged perfectly.
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6. ETHICAL GUIDER

People look to you for what is right and wrong because of your strong sense
of values. Your life and work must be meaningful and matter to you or you
can’t do it.

7. LEADER

You naturally take charge. You feel comfortable directing a group. You find it easier
than most to be direct and people listen to you and allow you to take charge.

8. STORY TELLER

You turn events into stories through the spoken and/or written word. Your
word or pictures engage others and inspire them.

9. COMPETITOR

You want to compare your performance to others and you want to win.
Winning gives you the drive to practice and make improvements.

10. BALANCER

You are good at making sure everyone is treated fairly and ensure
consistency is applied to situations. You strive to create an environment that
is balanced and consistent.

11. CONTEXTUALISER

You like to understand the background and why things are as they are. It
strengthens you when you have time to put things into context.

12. RISK ASSESSOR

Careful and vigilant, you are good at weighing up the pros and cons and
spotting problems other people may have overlooked. It strengthens you to
assess risks.

13. PEOPLE DEVELOPER

You naturally see the potential in others. People are drawn to you to ask for
help and support. It strengthens you to develop other people and support
them.

14. DISCIPLINE STICKER

If you decide you are going to do something, you do it. You set up routines,
processes, timelines and deadlines. It strengthens you to be self-disciplined.

15. EMOTION FEELER

You deeply understand the feelings and emotions of others. You sense how
they are feeling and help them find the words to express their feelings to
themselves and to others.

16. PATH KEEPER

You know how to stay focused on the task at hand and how to keep others
focused too. It strengthens you to keep on track and achieve the goal.

17. FORWARD LOOKER

Conjuring up visions of the future energises you. You are naturally good at
focussing on the positives and painting an engaging picture of the future for
yourself and others around you.

18. AGREEMENT SEEKER

There is little to be gained from conflict and friction. You are naturally good at
seeking out common ground. It strengthens you to find harmony.

19. IDEAS GENERATOR

Creative and original, you love thinking up new ideas, new approaches, new
ways to do things. It strengthens you when you think of a new idea and you
get a jolt of energy.

20. PEOPLE INCLUDER

You are an accepting, non-judgemental person who believes everyone is
valuable and deserves respect. It strengthens you to widen the circle and
include more people.

21. UNIQUENESS SPOTTER

You are intrigued by the unique qualities of each person. You like to observe
others and then tailor your style to accommodate their needs to build
relationships.

22. COLLECTOR

You find the variety in the world exciting. It strengthens you to keep your mind
active, storing away new facts, information or things for a time when you
might need them.
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23. BRAIN EXERCISER

You love mental stimulation. You want to use your intellect to to work out
complex things out for yourself. It strengthens you to flex the muscle that is
your brain, thinking alone.

24. AGILE LEARNER

You love the process of learning. It strengthens you to learn something new,
to apply what you have learnt to new situations and to get better at things.

25. TOP PERFORMER

You don’t want to be average at lots of things, you want to be excellent at one or
two things. You are attracted to others who push themselves in the same way.

26. CELEBRATOR

You look for the positives in life. You praise, smile and love to congratulate
others. It strengthens you to celebrate success and surround yourself with
positive people.

27. RELATIONSHIP BUILDER

You create deep, meaningful relationships. You connect easily and are
naturally drawn to discussing feelings, goals, fears and dreams with others.

28. RESPONSIBILITY OWNER

You take ownership for things and do what you say you will. You don’t blame
others but see it as your responsibility to sort things out. It strengthens you to
be dependable.

29. PROBLEM FIXER

You love saving things, be it a person, a project or a team. You are a trouble
shooter and feel strengthened by having a problem to fix.

30. SELF BELIEVER

You have faith in your own strengths and abilities. You are not easily swayed
by others. It strengthens you to know that you can trust yourself.

31. ROUTE FINDER

You have a talent for figuring out the big picture and figuring out what could
be achieved. You like to clarify the end goal and plan how to get there.

32. PEOPLE CHARMER

You love meeting new people and finding a way to connect with them. You
find strangers energising. Breaking the ice and finding things to say is never
a problem.

33. COURAGE BRINGER

You are brave. Even when you feel scared or intimidated, you do not avoid
the situation but go for it. It strengthens you to overcome fears.

34. INSPIRATION GIVER

When you talk people listen and then act. You engage people and inspire
them. You galvanise others, it is a great leadership strength. It strengthens
you to inspire others.

35. QUESTIONER

You never accept things at face value. You always ask why. You are truly
curious, suspend judgements and look at things from different perspectives.
It strengthens you to look for evidence to the contrary.

36. ARTISTIC CREATOR

It might be music, drawing, painting, singing, anything. Whatever it is, you
have to do it. You need to create artistic things that would not exist if it were
not for you.

37. COMMUNICATOR

You love communicating with others. Be it in written or spoken form, to small
or large audiences. You love the connection and the feeling it gives you.

38. CLARITY BRINGER

You are able to take complex ideas and make them clear to others. You have
a natural way of explaining things so others understand. It strengthens you to
find a clearer way.

39. CARE GIVER

You love caring for others and ensuring that they are looked after and have
what they need. It strengthens you to know you have done what you can for
others.
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40. DEAL MAKER

You are an arch negotiator. You see possibilities for how win-win situations
can be created and you are happy to facilitate that happening.

41. DETAIL FOCUSER

You are great at looking at the nitty gritty. You want to understand the exact
detail of why something is like it is or why something happened as it did.

42. TEACHER

You love sharing knowledge and information in a way that people understand
and supporting them as they get to grips with it and learn it.

43. COMMUNITY BUILDER

You are happiest when you bring people together in a meaningful way. You
ensure people are comfortable together and facilitate them connecting.

44. BODY MOVER

You are in your zone when you are moving your body. Be it sport, dance,
yoga, you lose yourself when you feel your body is moving as it should.

45. ENTERTAINER

You love entertaining others be it through humour, stories, acting or throwing the
best parties. You are happiest when creating atmospheres that others love.

Top Three Strengths
Strength 1:

How am I honouring this
strength in my life at present? In
what areas am I not currently
aligned with it?

What changes could I make to
realign my life around this
strength?
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Top Three Strengths
Strength 2:

How am I honouring this
strength in my life at present? In
what areas am I not currently
aligned with it?

What changes could I make to
realign my life around this
strength?

Strength 3:

How am I honouring this
strength in my life at present? In
what areas am I not currently
aligned with it?

What changes could I make to
realign my life around this
strength?
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Part 2: What are you passionate about?
If you had 3 months to spend with a world expert in something – when they would teach you all they know – who
would it be and what would they teach you?

What are your hobbies and interests? What type of books, audios and videos are you naturally drawn to? What
would you love to do more of, and what would cause you to suffer if you were no longer able to do it?

If you were gifted a bonus day, where money was no object, and you could be magically transported to a place or
activity of your choosing, alone or with others as you prefer, where would you go and what would you do?
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What in your life energises you and why?

If you knew that you could make a great living by being true to yourself and your passions, what would you do?
What would make you spring out of bed with a smile on your face each morning?
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Finding your element - bringing your strengths and passions together
Stage one: When and where do you currently live in your element? List all the activities and roles you play where your
strengths and passions come together...

Stage two: Brainstorm how you could draw upon both your strengths and passions going forwards in all areas of your life. If you
knew anything was possible, how could you combine your strengths and passions to find genuine fulfilment?

Well done!
You’ve begun the process of understanding your strengths and passions, where they currently combine, and how you
could live and work in your element more going forwards.
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